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Forest Service shares safety message with hunters, visitors 
 
JACKSON, Miss., October 12, 2017 – The U.S. Forest Service is recommending hunters, as well as all 

visitors, exercise caution while visiting the four ranger districts affected by an unprecedented southern 

pine beetle outbreak that has killed thousands of trees. 

 

“With hunting season underway, we really want to stress safety for everyone visiting the forest. 

Hunters and all visitors need to pay close attention to their surroundings,” said National Forests in 

Mississippi Forest Supervisor Gretta Boley. “We know many people love to visit the National Forest. 

It’s a great place to go hunting as well as enjoy other recreation opportunities like hiking and camping. 

Visitors need to be aware that there are more hazard trees on the forest.” 

 

The Forest Service is continuing to respond to the beetle outbreak that includes nearly 4,000 infestation 

spots on the Homochitto Ranger District (southwest Mississippi), Bienville Ranger District (central 

Mississippi), Tombigbee Ranger District and the Holly Springs Ranger District (both in north 

Mississippi). 

 

A hazard tree is a tree with a structural defect that makes it likely to fail in whole or in part. Falling 

trees are an ever-present hazard when traveling or camping in any forest. This year, there are more 

hazard trees because of the bug outbreak. Too often, visitors are unaware of the risks associated with 

defective trees. 

 

The Forest Service asks that visitors keep these safety tips in mind: 

 Be aware of your surroundings as trees can fall without warning. Be particularly watchful when 

it's windy. 

 Avoid parking or camping in areas where trees could fall. 

 Avoid dense patches of dead trees. Limbs and damaged trees may fall at any time.  

 Look up while on trails, especially when it’s windy. Stay out of the forest when there are strong 

winds that could blow down trees. If you are already in the forest when winds kick up, head to 

a clearing out of reach of any potential falling trees. 

 Park close to a main road rather than on a spur or one-way section when driving in remote areas 

of the forest to avoid being trapped if a tree falls across the road. 

 Remember: You are responsible for your own safety and for the safety of those around you. 
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Hazard Tree Safety – 2 
 
This fall and winter, hunters and all visitors should also expect to see more management activity as 

forest workers continue operations including the use of heavy equipment to cut and remove the beetle 

affected timber. 

 

The southern pine beetle, a cyclical outbreak species, is the most destructive forest pest in the South, 

both in economic and ecological impacts. In the absence of southern pine beetle suppression, large-

scale pine mortality occurs, destroying timber and wood products, threatened and endangered species 

habitat, recreation areas and infrastructure, such as developed sites and trails, and other property values 

such as neighboring forest stands. Tree mortality can also lead to hazard trees which may create safety 

hazards for visitors and employees and increase the potential for catastrophic wildfire. 
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